
Volpes specialise in quality bed linen, curtains, 

duvet covers and towel sets. They are South 

Africa's favourite online linen store.

VOLPES offers the very latest trends in curtaining, bed linen, decor co-ordinates and soft furnishings which 

are sourced internationally and manufactured locally to exacting quality standards.

Established in 1929 by Reuben Volpe, Volpes is one of the oldest and most respected family-run 

companies in South Africa.  Based in Port Elizabeth, Volpes manufactures and distributes linens throughout 

southern Africa via a chain of retail stores, a website and a well-established mail order catalogue.

Reuben Volpe expressed the philosophy of the company in his typically straight-forward manner, when he 

said: "I want to be able to look customer in the eye." Trust, reliability and honour were more important to him 

than the bottom line, and these values still define the company today.

“Building long-term relationships is what Volpes is about,” says Reuben's son Chuck Volpe, the current 

CEO of Volpes. “Not only does it make good business sense but it gives us the fulfilment of making friends 

while we do business. Whenever I’m not sure what to do, I ask myself the question: What will grow this

relationship? It’s all about being guided by values”.

History

In 1929, Reuben started his business, equipped with only a grade 8 education, very little business 

experience and £100 borrowed from an uncle.  He believed in the importance of good values and common 

sense, and resolved from the start to always act honourably thus ensuring that his customers came back 

again and again.

In 1948 he married Leonie who took over the administration of the mail order business. Together they 

formed a formidable team, sharing the difficult times and working hard to grow the business.

Reuben realised that he needed direct control over the quality of his products and so in 1952 he started 

own factory, with one cutter, two machinists and an ironing lady. From this small beginning, the factory today 

employs over 100 people.

In 1970, Reuben’s son Chuck joined the business.  At 8am on the first day Reuben sat Chuck down and 

explained to him that the most valuable asset in the business was the Volpe name. It stood as a symbol 

of value, trust and reliability with the many customers that had bought from Volpes over the years. 

This should be borne in mind when dealing with customers, suppliers, or staff.

Reuben retired in 1988 at the age of 83 due to ill-health and Leonie in 1994 just five weeks before she 

died at the age of 92. Both left valuable legacies: Reuben - a set of core values which would guide 

the company into the future; and Leonie - a legacy of dedication and commitment, her working career 

having spanned 77 years.  They were an inspiration to all who knew them, but especially to their 

children and grandchildren.

In 1990, Chuck's wife Stephanie, a qualified architect, joined the business as head of product development. 

It is her department of textile designers and buyers that keeps Volpes abreast with worldwide trends in 

household textiles.

Chuck and Stephanie travel the world in search of new and exciting products.  Like Reuben and Leonie 

before them, Chuck and Stephanie work together as a team, ensuring that Volpes remains a family 

business with family values.

Over the years, the business has expanded in many ways. In 1999 Volpes opened a special Hospitality 

division to supply quality linen to the hospitality and institutional markets. In May 2000, a revamped 

retail store in 1100 m² was opened in Port Elizabeth. A second store was opened in Boksburg in 2007, 

and in the same year an online shopping channel was established.
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A major milestone was reached in 2009 when Adam, Chuck and Stephanie’s son and the third 

generation of Volpes, joined the business.

In December 2013 the eleventh Volpes retail store was opened in Polokwane. With a presence now in five 

provinces, Volpes continues to grow its retail footprint with its sights set firmly on the Western Cape and KZN.
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